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The consultation took place at World Health Organization headquarters, Avenue Appia 20, 

Geneva, Switzerland on 26-29 April 2017 and was chaired by Professors Helen Ward, 

Imperial College London, UK and Thomas Trikalinos, Brown University, Providence, USA. 

The agenda of the meeting is found in the Annex. 

 

1. Background 

WHO guidelines cover a wide range of public health, health system and clinical topics and are 

developed using processes and methods to ensure they are of high-quality and contain 

credible recommendations. Increasingly WHO staff are faced with decisions regarding 

whether to include the results of modelling in the evidence base used to inform 

recommendations, and if so, how to evaluate the results of models and to integrate those 

results with primary data to inform a recommendation. Currently there are no widely agreed-

upon methods for accomplishing this, either at WHO or in the international community of 

guideline developers.   

Modelling studies are increasingly performed to address questions about the effectiveness of 

interventions for specific population groups and settings, which differ from the carefully 

controlled conditions in which randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are typically conducted.  

Modelling studies are also used to assess long term outcomes and to bridge the gap between 

efficacy and (long-term) effectiveness, thus obtaining “real world evidence” (1-4). 

Mathematical modelling is relevant to infections for which population-level effects such as 

herd immunity are not captured by trials of individuals, and to assess the epidemic potential of 

new outbreaks (5, 6). Modelling may also be useful in the context of prioritising and planning 

clinical trials (7). Finally, mathematical modelling has been used in economic evaluations of 

clinical and public health interventions (5). The WHO Handbook for Guideline Development 

(8) recognizes the role of modelling in economic evaluations that inform recommendations 

and mathematical modelling studies have been incorporated into WHO guidelines.  

This consultation was part of a project  funded by WHO to develop technical guidance on if, 

when and how to incorporate the results of modelling into WHO guidelines and to develop 

training materials for WHO staff and for members of WHO-sponsored guideline panels.    

 

2. Meeting objectives 

The objectives of the consultation were to develop general guidance for WHO staff who are 

not experts in modelling on if, when and how to consider and integrate the results of 

mathematical modelling into the body of evidence upon which recommendations in WHO 

guidelines are based. Specifically:  

 When it is appropriate to consider modelling studies as part of the evidence that supports 

a guideline? 

 How should the quality and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies be assessed? 

 Can the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation 

(GRADE) approach be adapted to assess the quality of a body of evidence and for 

formulating recommendations to include the results of modelling? 
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3. Participants 

The following people participated in the consultation at WHO headquarters in Geneva: 

 

Name Affiliation Country  Remarks 

Tom Trikalinos Brown University USA Chair  

Helen Ward Imperial College London United Kingdom Chair  

Christian Althaus University of Bern Switzerland  

Patrick Bossuyt University of Amsterdam The Netherlands 28-29 April only 

Matthias Egger University of Bern Switzerland  

David Fisman University of Toronto Canada  

Gordon Guyatt McMaster University Canada  

Tim Hallett Imperial College London United Kingdom  

Mark Helfand Oregon Health & Science University USA  

Rodney Jackson University of Auckland New Zealand  

Leigh Johnson University of Cape Town South Africa  

Nicola Low University of Bern Switzerland  

Veena Manja McMaster University Canada  

Georgia Salanti University of Bern Switzerland  

Anna Schöni University of Bern Switzerland  

Holger Schünemann McMaster University Canada  

Julie Ann Simpson University of Melbourne Australia  

Christopher Dye  World Health Organization Switzerland 27 April only 

Philippa Easterbrook World Health Organization Switzerland 29 April  only 

Nathan Ford World Health Organization Switzerland  

Daniel Hogan World Health Organization Switzerland  

Susan Norris World Health Organization Switzerland  

Gretchen Stevens World Health Organization Switzerland   

This meeting report summarizes the presentations made at the meeting and the discussions 

that followed. Some key slides shown at the meeting are reproduced in the report, the slides 

for each presentation, and other key documents are available via the hyperlinks in the text.   

 

Wednesday 27 April 2016 

4. Scope and aims of the meeting 

CHRISTOPHER DYE, Director of Strategy, Office of the Director-General welcomed 

everyone to the meeting on behalf of Margaret Chan, Director General and stressed the 

importance of this consultation. After a round of introductions and the review of declarations 

of interest and code of conduct for WHO experts, SUSAN NORRIS (slides) summarized the 

scope and aims of the meeting: to develop guidance for WHO staff on: (i) when it is 

appropriate to consider modelling studies as part of the evidence that supports a guideline; (ii) 

how to assess the quality and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies; and (iii) how to 

adapt the GRADE approach for assessing the quality of a body of evidence and for 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4kxkxpqymi55o43/Norris%20modelling%20meeting%20intro.pdf?dl=0
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formulating recommendations to include the results of modelling. The project output will be a 

guidance document for WHO staff, which will address the points listed in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 - Project output: Guidance document for WHO staff 

1. Background 
2. Scope, purpose, objectives 
3. Definitions: types of models, key terms related to modelling 
4. Types of questions that can be answered with modelling and where modelling 

is not indicated 
5. Principles underlying high-quality models 
6. Assessing the quality of individual models: model calibration and validation 
7. Optimal reporting of models 
8. Limitations of models 
9. How to incorporate the results of models into GRADE for assessing quality 

(certainty) of evidence 
10. Results of models and the formulation of recommendations 

 

 

5. Guideline development at WHO and the need for guidance on the use of 

mathematical modelling 

SUSAN NORRIS (slides) gave an overview of WHO and of guideline development at 

WHO. The primary role of WHO is to direct and coordinate international health within the 

UN system, and provide guidance in the areas of:  (i) health systems; (ii) promoting health 

through the life course;  (iii) non-communicable diseases;  (iv) communicable diseases; and 

(v) preparedness, surveillance and response.  

A WHO guideline is defined as “any document, whatever its title, that contains WHO 

recommendations about health interventions, whether they be clinical, public health or policy 

interventions.”  

A recommendation “provides information about what policy makers, health care providers or 

patients should do. It implies a choice between different interventions that have an impact on 

health and that have ramifications for the use of resources.”  

Following the article of Oxman et al. in 2007 (9) on the use of evidence in WHO guidelines 

which concluded that WHO guidelines relied heavily on expert opinion and that systematic 

reviews were rarely used for developing recommendations, a standard process for guideline 

development at WHO was put in place.  The WHO Guidelines Review Committee (GRC) was 

established to develop and implement procedures to ensure that WHO guidelines are 

consistent with internationally accepted best practices, appropriately based on evidence and 

transparent. The WHO Handbook for Guidelines was revised (link) and standards for 

guideline development were implemented, including a process for development and approval 

and reporting of evidence and recommendations. This 9-step process includes: (1) formulation 

of a clear definition of scope and target audience; (2) setting up a broad and representative 

guideline development group; (3) declaration of interests and management of conflicts of 

interests; (4) development of key questions for systematic reviews using PICO format 

(Patients, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome); (5) conduct of one or more systematic 

reviews, and quality assessment and synthesis of the body of evidence for each question; (6) 

formulation of recommendations based on the evidence and other explicit considerations; (7) 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4kxkxpqymi55o43/Norris%20modelling%20meeting%20intro.pdf?dl=0
http://www.who.int/publications/guidelines/guidelines_review_committee/en/
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development of a plan for implementation and updating; (8) impact evaluation; and (9) 

updating (Figure 2).   

 

Figure 2 – Guideline development at WHO (8)  

 

 

GRADE, Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation GRC, Guidelines Review 

Committee  

 

WHO guidelines use the GRADE approach which provides an explicit approach to assessing 

the quality of the evidence across studies and outcomes, and translating evidence to 

recommendations. The members of the Guideline Development Group (GDG) formulate 

recommendations and approve the final guideline. They are supported by the WHO Steering 

Group and other WHO staff, technical consultants, and the guideline methodologist who 

provides technical expertise on systematic review and guideline development methods. Other 

contributors include the Systematic Review Teams that perform and present the relevant 

reviews, and the External Review Group, which provides peer review.  

In the discussion, it was stressed that the objective of this consultation is not to develop 

methods for, or detailed guidance on modelling but to provide more general guidance for 

WHO staff who are not experts in modelling on if, when and how to consider and integrate 

the results of mathematical modelling into the body of evidence upon which 

recommendations in WHO guidelines are based. Many different types of models and 

modelling studies may be relevant to WHO guidelines, including decision-analytic and cost-

effectiveness models. Models that examine economic efficiency, including cost-effectiveness 

were deemed to be out of scope for the purpose of the present consultation as a separate 

technical unit at WHO is primarily responsible for economic analyses. The glossary that was 
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prepared for the meeting informed the use of common language during the consultation. 

There was also some discussion on whether or not it will be possible to integrate 

mathematical modelling into the GRADE system. Members of the GRADE Working Group 

felt that this should be possible: GRADE rates the quality of evidence to support a decision  

based on a broad range of types of information and considerations. 

 

6. Review of mathematical modelling 

CHRISTIAN ALTHAUS (slides) opened this session with a presentation of a case study on 

the use of mathematical modelling in the context of the Ebola crisis of 2014-16. He defined a 

mathematical model as “a mathematical framework representing variables and their 

interrelationships to describe observed phenomena or predict future events (e.g., impact of 

public health interventions)”. During outbreaks of Ebola Virus Disease (EVD), SARS, H1N1 

or MERS-CoV, mathematical modelling was used to estimate the basic reproduction number 

R0 (the average number of secondary infections arising from a single individual during his or 

her entire infectious period, in a completely susceptible population), to analyze early epidemic 

dynamics, and to examine the impact of control interventions. Model dichotomies are useful 

to characterize models in terms of scope and technical approach (Figure 3).  

Figure 3 -– Model dichotomies  

Scope and approach: 

Descriptive vs. Predictive 

Qualitative vs. Quantitative 

Mechanistic vs. Phenomenological 

Theory-driven vs. Data-driven 

Technical details: 

Analytical vs. Computational 

Static vs. Dynamic 

Discrete vs. Continuous 

Population-based vs. Individual-based 

Deterministic vs. Stochastic 

Parsimonious vs. Complex 

Christian illustrated the different types of models using the 2014-2016 EVD epidemic in West 

Africa as an example. He argued that although a large number of Ebola modelling studies had 

been done, only a few provided timely insight regarding the course of the epidemic. In this 

context Christian highlighted the review of Chrétien et al. (10) of 66 mathematical modelling 

studies of the EVD epidemic. The authors suggested several steps to improve the use of 

modelling in future public health emergencies. For example, they advocate co-ordination of 

modelling efforts and comparisons to identify issues on which diverse approaches agree and 

disagree.  Furthermore, they call for an independent, global data observatory to facilitate rapid 

access to data for all interested parties.  In the discussion, Gordon Guyatt argued that most 

guideline groups will probably not be able to differentiate between different model 

dichotomies, but that this does not matter. Groups just have to know what information models 

can provide and what value can be placed in that information. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/6hxzkfts2a51g1k/Althaus%20Anatomy%20of%20math%20modeling%20Ebola.pdf?dl=0
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7. Internet-based expert survey  

ANNA SCHÖNI (slides) presented the methods, participant characteristics and completeness 

of a short web-based survey on the role of mathematical modelling in guidelines for public 

health decision making. The survey was set up in SurveyMonkey
TM

 and consisted of six 

closed questions and four open-ended questions. A convenience sample of mathematical 

modellers, epidemiologists, guideline developers and other experts were invited to participate 

in the survey. A total of 151 individuals from 28 countries (Figure 4) and 87 different 

institutions responded, including 18 respondents from Imperial College London, and several 

from Public Health England, University of Bern and London School of Hygiene and Tropical 

Medicine. About half of respondents were modellers, and the other half users of the results 

from modelling studies; the majority of respondents had been part of a guideline development 

group in the past.  

 

Figure 4 – Countries of origin of survey respondents 

Country of respondents Frequency 

United Kingdom 40 

USA 26 

Switzerland 13 

The Netherlands 9 

Australia 9 

Canada 5 

Austria 3 

South Africa 2 

France 2 

Germany 2 

Taiwan 1 

Belgium 1 

Lebanon 1 

Spain 1 

Cameroon 1 

Brazil 1 

Uganda 1 

New Zealand 1 

Czech Republic 1 

Norway 1 

Israel 1 

Saudi Arabia 1 

Colombia 1 

Sri Lanka 1 

South Korea 1 

 

NICOLA LOW (slides) presented the results of the survey: a clear majority (95%) of 

respondents felt that mathematical modelling results should inform guidance for public health 

interventions. When asked about situations in which findings of mathematical modelling 

studies could be particularly useful for the development of guidelines, the following situations 

were most frequently mentioned: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/ult4vmt8dahr48p/Schoeni%20Low%20expert%20survey.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ult4vmt8dahr48p/Schoeni%20Low%20expert%20survey.pdf?dl=0
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 absence of empirical data; 

 evaluation of effectiveness or impact of interventions; 

 decisions on whether one or several interventions should be implemented; and  

 economic evaluation. 

The survey also asked about situations in which findings of mathematical modelling studies 

should not be used or have been inappropriately used; responses included: 

 when there are insufficient data to inform the modelling; 

 when other data from RCTs or observational studies exist; 

 when not enough emphasis is placed on the uncertainty of results from modelling 

studies; 

 when results are biologically not plausible or are not applicable in other settings; and  

 when modelling assumptions are withheld, are not credible, or are not appropriate. 

When asked whether findings of mathematical modelling studies provide the same level of 

evidence as those of empirical research studies, 60% of respondents answered YES, 27% NO, 

and 13% had no opinion. Perhaps unsurprisingly, YES votes were more frequent among 

modellers than among those applying results from modelling.  

 

The survey also asked about quality criteria that should be considered when assessing a 

mathematical modelling study. In response, the following dimensions of quality were 

frequently mentioned: 

 validation (face, internal, external, cross, predictive validity); 

 uncertainty (heterogeneity, methodological, parameter, stochastic, structural); 

 model structure (clear description and reasoning); 

 assumptions (clearly stated, justified and discussed); 

 parameters (clearly stated and described, source defined); 

 transparency (availability of codes / data); 

 relevance of question / necessity for modelling; 

 quality of data to inform the model; and  

 biological realism. 

Finally, the following major challenges in using mathematical modelling in guideline 

development were mentioned: 

 interpretation of models or insufficient understanding by guideline development groups; 

 evaluation of the quality of the evidence obtained from modelling; 

 communicating uncertainty; 

 transparency about assumptions and choosing appropriate assumptions; 

 proper validation of models; 

 cost and time to develop a model; 

 transferability across different health systems; and  

 open access to data. 

Nicola Low concluded by highlighting the good response rate for a survey of this kind, the 

generally consistent views expressed by respondents, and that the results from the survey will 

be relevant to many of the sessions of this meeting. 
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8. Surveys of the use of mathematical modelling in WHO and other 

guidelines 

NICOLA LOW (slides) went on to present the results of a survey of the use of mathematical 

modelling in the WHO guidelines approved by the Guidelines Review Committee from 

inception in 2007 to Oct 2015. As shown in Figure 5, a total of 185 guidelines were approved 

in this period. The guidelines were searched for terms suggesting mathematical modelling and 

the following data were extracted from included guidelines:  the source of the model (de novo 

or pre-existing); how evidence from mathematical modelling studies or de novo models was 

integrated into the body of evidence; if and how GRADE was used; and how the results of 

modelling studies influenced the formulation of recommendations.  

 

Figure 5 – Review of use of mathematical modelling in WHO guidelines  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A total of 42 guidelines, which addressed a wide range of issues, mentioned mathematical 

modelling. In 11 guidelines modelling was mentioned in the introduction or background 

section only. Among the remaining 31 guidelines, evidence from modelling directly 

influenced recommendations in 17, and in 11 guidelines modelling studies were mentioned in 

GRADE assessments. The type of models used varied widely and included dynamic models, 

decision analytic models, causal modelling, the Wells-Riley model and simple linear models. 

Of note, the majority of models were taken from the literature and only few models were 

commissioned de novo by the guideline development group.  

Nicola Low then presented a 2012 WHO guideline entitled Blood donor selection: guidelines 

on assessing donor suitability for blood donation (11), which defined criteria for the 

acceptance or deferral of prospective blood donors to avoid blood donation by unsuitable 

individuals to protect the health and safety of recipients of transfusions. The Guideline 

Development Group (GDG) considered mathematical modelling in the context of the deferral 

Modelling 
evidence only, n=4 

 

WHO guidelines, N=185 

Mathematical modelling  
mentioned, n=42 

  

GRADE not mentioned, n=20   
GRADE mentioned, n=11 

  

No access, n=8   

No modelling, n=135 

Background only,  

n=11 

Part of body of  
evidence, n=7 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/9kdvnjlnbzqa7ey/Low%20Use%20of%20math%20modelling%20in%20WHO%20guidelines.pdf?dl=0
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of individuals engaging in high-risk sexual behaviour, specifically men who have sex with 

men (MSM), persons who use injection drugs, and persons with HTLV I and/or II infection. 

Three mathematical modelling studies that examined different deferral strategies for MSM 

were summarized in a GRADE table (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6 – GRADE table of three modelling studies considered in WHO guideline on blood 

donor selection (11) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N/A, not applicable 

 

The GDG observed that “criteria for assessment of mathematical modelling are not available”. 

All modelling studies showed that a policy of reducing deferral for MSM from lifetime to one 

or five years would result in a (probably very small) increased risk of HIV-infected units 

entering the blood supply. The GDG concluded that permanent deferral of MSM as blood 

donors should continue to be recommended by WHO as the safest option, based on the 

principle of risk reduction to “As Low As Reasonably Achievable” (ALARA) (11). Nicola 

Low concluded by pointing out that although mathematical modelling studies may often be 

mentioned in WHO guidelines, evidence from such studies is rarely included in the body of 

evidence or its quality (certainty) assessed with GRADE.    

VEENA MANJA (slides) then presented preliminary results from an ongoing systematic 

survey of the use of modelling studies in guidelines. The National Guideline Clearinghouse of 

the US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) was searched for guidelines 

meeting the 2013 eligibility criteria for inclusion in the Clearninghouse. Seventy guidelines 

had been reviewed prior to the Geneva consultation. Commonly stated purposes for modelling 

included economic evaluation (30 guidelines), prognosis and risk assessment (11), 

extrapolation of results of an RCT (1), modelling of appropriate screening interval (1), 

modelling prevalence (1), and to obtain outcome data when no direct evidence is available 

(1).  

There was important variation in the use of modelling between the UK, USA and other 

countries (Figure 7). A range of checklists was used to assess the quality of the modelling 

studies in broad terms, with the UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) 

checklist  (link) most frequently used. None of the guidelines explicitly evaluated the 

certainty or risk of bias of the evidence obtained from modelling studies. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/v2zfqhyi7j1ct4h/Manja%20Use%20math%20modelling%20in%20guidelines.pdf?dl=0
https://www.nice.org.uk/process/pmg4/chapter/appendix-i-quality-appraisal-checklist-economic-evaluations
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Figure 7 – Sources of mathematical models referenced in guidelines in the US National 

Guidelines Clearinghouse. 

 

 

The impact of modelling results on recommendations was limited for guidelines produced in 

the USA and in other countries. In the UK, three drugs were rejected by NICE due to an 

incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) above threshold (Figure 8). Veena Manja 

concluded by highlighting the wide variation that is often observed among cost-effectiveness 

analyses, even if based on the same trial (12) and the need for standardization of and better 

guidance on modelling.  

 

Figure 8 - Impact of modelling studies on recommendations in guidelines 

  UK USA Other 

Use of modelling 23 (22 NICE and 1 British 
Thoracic Society) 

16 (5 USPTF, 4 American 
college of radiology, 2 CDC, 4 
other societies) 

3 (1 CADTH, 1 Spain, 1 
Australia) 

Use of modelling for 
economic evaluations 

22 (21 models specific to 
topic, 12 of these 
developed by the 
manufacturer) 

5 (2 models specific to topic)  3 (only CADTH developed 
de novo models) 

Impact of modelling 
results on 
recommendations 

3 drugs rejected by NICE 
due to ICER above 
threshold  

Economic evaluations not 
explicitly considered. 
USPSTF annual lung cancer 
screening (Grade B) 

Third tier 
recommendation by 
CADTH due to very high 
ICER  

CADTH, Canadian Agency for Drugs, Technology and Health; CDC, US Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention; USPSTF, US Preventive Services Task Force 
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9. Examples of the use of mathematical modelling in WHO guidelines  

NATHAN FORD (slides) returned to the use of mathematical modelling studies in WHO 

guidelines, using the examples of guidance on when to start antiretroviral therapy (ART) 

(2013, 2015) and monitoring of ART (2013) (13, 14). Modelling studies have made important 

contributions to the formulation of recommendations, for example to understanding the 

prevention benefit of early ART. These models have shown that in generalized HIV 

epidemics large reductions in HIV incidence (but not full control) can be achieved if 

expanded eligibility to all HIV positive persons is combined with large increases in testing 

coverage. In concentrated epidemics, prioritized testing and treatment of the key populations 

that contribute most to the onward spread of HIV transmission is a clear priority.  Modelling 

has also contributed to a better understanding of the importance of monitoring of ART: 

prevention of losses to care is crucial to realizing the benefits of early ART initiation. Figure 

9, which shows projections of the distribution of HIV-related deaths across the Care Cascade, 

illustrates this point. 

 

Figure 9 – HIV deaths across the Care Cascade (from Priorities for HIV Care in Sub-

Saharan Africa: A Population Perspective - The HIV Modelling Consortium. Writing 

group: Ruanne V Barnabas, Eran Bendavid, Anna Bershteyn, Andrew Boulle, Jeffrey W 

Eaton, Nathan Ford, Timothy B Hallett, Jan A C Hontelez, Daniel J Klein, Jack J Olney, 

Andrew N Phillips, Georges Reniers, Paul Revill, Emma Slaymaker, Basia Zaba  

22 May 2015). 

 

See Figure 4.3, page 10 in: 

http://hivmodelling.org/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/meeting-

reports/WSI%20HIVMC%20GRC%20report_2015-09-29.pdf  (accessed 9 August 

2017). 

 
Finally, in the absence of RCTs informing the question on when to start ART in children aged 

5-16 years, causal modelling (g-computation) was used in analyses of cohort studies from 

West and Southern Africa and Europe. These analyses showed better growth response with 

earlier treatment initiation and a small mortality benefit in younger children. The results 

informed the 2015 recommendation that ART should be initiated in all adults, adolescents and 

children living with HIV at any CD4 cell count (13, 14). 

The last presentation on Wednesday was from CHRISTOPHER GILPIN (slides) who 

illustrated the use of simple modelling in the context of Xpert® MTB/RIF (multi-drug 

resistant TB/rifampicin resistance) for the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis (TB), the use 

of second line lineprobe assays for surveillance of drug resistant M. tuberculosis, and the use 

of the LF-LAM (Lateral flow-Urine Lipoarabinomannin) assay for the diagnosis of TB in 

people living with HIV. The aim was to correct the prevalence estimates for false positive and 

false negative test results, using the formulae shown in Figure 10. Christopher concluded that 

for surveillance, imperfect tests can be used and observed values corrected based on 

knowledge of sensitivity and specificity. For diagnosis, imperfect tests must be used at 

appropriate pre-test probabilities (prevalence) to optimize their predictive values. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/r8ithuii7uzgvkf/Ford%20Use%20of%20modelling%20in%20HIV%20guidelines.pdf?dl=0
http://hivmodelling.org/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/meeting-reports/WSI%20HIVMC%20GRC%20report_2015-09-29.pdf
http://hivmodelling.org/sites/default/files/uploads/documents/meeting-reports/WSI%20HIVMC%20GRC%20report_2015-09-29.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1mgtubbjc0ll4d8/Gilpin%20Use%20of%20modelling%20in%20WHO%20Guidelines.pdf?dl=0
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Figure 10 – Correcting prevalence estimates for misclassification due to test inaccuracy 

(based on (15, 16)).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

se, sensitivity; sp, specificity; exact, exact method described in (16)  

 

Several points were highlighted in the discussion. The reviews presented by Nicola Low 

illustrated that modelling in WHO guidelines is influential but not at present explicitly and 

transparently included in the recommendations. In the absence of guidance on how to 

formally incorporate evidence from modelling in the guideline development process and how 

to GRADE such evidence, groups tend to discuss modelling studies in the background section 

of the guideline only. In New Zealand, national guidelines are required to include evidence 

from mathematical modelling but the guideline development groups have difficulty dealing 

with such studies. Most guidelines would benefit from considering or including modelling. In 

particular, mathematical models could help guideline developers to clarify the exact nature of 

the questions that need to be addressed to allow the formulation of meaningful 

recommendations. 

These sessions highlighted the wide range of models used: it may not be appropriate to strive 

for a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. The evaluation of models includes both evaluation of the 

structure of the model and of the evidence used to populate a model. The quality of a model is 

not necessarily limited by the quality of the evidence: the importance of different inputs can 

be examined in sensitivity analyses.  

Modelling may be more acceptable and more influential in situations where immediate action 

is called for, but little empirical evidence is available, and arguably more acceptable in public 

health than in clinical decision making. In these situations (HIV, Ebola) substantial funding is 

also likely to become available to support dedicated modelling studies. The same principles 

are likely to apply to the evaluation of mathematical models in clinical and public health 

contexts.  

There was consensus that the influence that evidence from mathematical models has on 

recommendations made in guidelines should be transparent, but is not at present. There is also 

a need to develop a systematic and transparent approach to commission new models. The 

Guideline Development Group or a smaller group of experts should decide early on whether 

or not modelling is needed.  

 

n = 1000 sampled (new) 
m = 30 with FQL-res test + 

se = 85% (exact), sp = 99% (exact) 
 
Apparent prevalence  
  𝛳� = m/n = 3 (2 - 4.3)% 
 

Bias-corrected prevalence 
  𝜙� = (𝛳� + sp - 1)/ (se + sp -1)  
��𝜙� = 3.4 (2.5 - 5.6)% 
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Thursday 28 April 2016 

The day started with a brief review of the previous day by the chairs and an overview of 

Thursday’s agenda.  

10. Guidelines for Accurate and Transparent Health Estimates Reporting 

GRETCHEN STEVENS (slides) presented the GATHER statement, which aims to define 

and promote best practice in reporting health estimates. 

The GATHER working group includes practitioners 

who produce health estimates, for example from the 

Global Burden of Disease Study and several 

universities, experts from the EQUATOR network 

(Enhancing the QUAlity and Transparency Of health 

Research – see www.equator-network.org), journal 

editors and representatives from WHO and the Bill & 

Melinda Gates Foundation. The scope of this reporting 

guideline includes quantitative population-level estimates of health status (for example 

estimates of total and cause-specific mortality, incidence and prevalence of diseases and 

injuries) and proximal health determinants (for example health behaviours and health 

exposures). These estimates may be global, national or regional. The  GATHER statement 

consists of an 18-item checklist with an accompanying short paper (17-19), and a detailed 

“Explanation and Elaboration” document that explains and illustrates each reporting item 

(link). GATHER items cover, for example, data inputs (data sources, inclusion and exclusion 

criteria, open access to data, potential biases), data analysis (conceptual overview, analytic 

steps, model evaluation, sources of uncertainty), discussion of the limitations of the data, and 

modelling assumptions. WHO has already decided to work towards compliance with 

GATHER using the existing statistical clearance process. In the discussion, several people 

highlighted the relevance of the GATHER statement in the context of guideline development 

at WHO, and specifically the parameterization of mathematical models.  

 

11. Assessing quality and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies 

MATTHIAS EGGER (slides) presented a systematic literature review on assessing quality 

and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies. The aim was to clarify: (i) what criteria 

are proposed to assess the “quality” of single mathematical modelling studies, including 

methodological standards, criteria for assessing risk of bias and/or reporting quality; (ii) what 

criteria are used to assess the quality of a body of evidence from mathematical modelling 

studies; and (iii) what empirical and theoretical evidence there is on the association of study 

characteristic with the risk of bias. This was a rapid methodological review guided by a 

protocol. In methodological reviews the identification of all potentially relevant studies is less 

of an issue than in reviews of interventions. A very extensive search might identify additional 

examples and applications, but is unlikely to provide new approaches – termed “theoretical 

saturation” (20).  

The MEDLINE database was searched from inception to January 2016 without language 

restrictions, combining terms for mathematical models, quality assessment and decision 

making (see Figure 11 for search the strategy).  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/gihvwta9beb5sc4/Stevens%20GATHER%20reporting%20guidelines.pdf?dl=0
http://www.equator-network.org/
http://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1002056
https://www.dropbox.com/s/110mctad234gs1k/Egger%20assessing%20quality.pdf?dl=0
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Figure 11 – Search strategy in MEDLINE for quality and risk of bias in mathematical 

modelling studies 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

References of relevant papers and selected websites were also searched. Publications 

addressing the assessment of any dimension of the quality of mathematical models, including 

the soundness of methods, the quality of reporting, the approach to validation, etc. were 

included. Primary modelling studies, studies related to animal or environmental models and 

methodological articles with a focus other than on assessing methods, reporting or validation 

were excluded.  

The bibliographic search identified 2594 items; 38 met inclusion criteria. The focus of the 

review and presentation was on the 20 general methods papers (3, 4, 6, 21-35). The other 18 

papers focused on infectious diseases, non-communicable diseases (NCDs) or economic 

studies. Fifteen of the 20 papers discussed good modelling practice, two the reporting of 

modelling studies, and one each dealt with uncertainty and errors in modelling, and modelling 

in the context of planning RCTs. Most of the articles included recommendations and/or 

checklists for assessing modelling studies. Several were published in the journals Value in 

Health, Medical Decision Making or in both of these journals, or in Health Technology 

Assessment. Value in Health is published by the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics 

and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) and Medical Decision Making by the Society for Medical 

Decision Making (SMDM).  

The most highly cited paper was the 2003 Report of the ISPOR Task Force on Good Research 

Practices – Modelling Studies by Weinstein and colleagues (24). The review by Philips and 

colleagues on Good Practice Guidelines for Decision-Analytic Modelling in Health 

Technology Assessment was also highly cited (26, 36). The range of issues addressed in the 

20 articles was wide and included: 

 

 

 

Modelling studies 

 MeSH terms Models, Theoretical/ OR exp Models, Statistical/ OR exp Computer,  Simulation/ or exp Markov 
Chains/ OR free text words model?ing.tw. OR (model$  adj3 (stud$ or method$ or process$ or simulation)).tw 

Quality 

 MeSH terms exp Reproducibility of Results/ OR exp Quality Control/ OR Research  Design/ OR free text words 
((valid$ OR reliab$ OR quality OR accura$) adj2  (result$ OR report$ OR data)).tw. OR ((good or best) adj1 
practice$).tw. OR  credibility.tw. OR exp Guidelines as Topic/ OR (guideline$ OR checklist$ OR  standard$).tw. 

Health care decision making 

 MeSH terms Decision Making/ OR Decision Support Techniques/ OR Decision Trees/  OR free text words 
((mathematical$ or theoretical$) adj3 (structur$ or technique$ or  decis$)).tw. Or “public health polic$”.tw. 

Filter 

 NOT (Animals / Not Humans) 
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(*) number of articles 

 

Matthias went on to highlight several key papers and series of papers. The 2003 paper by 

Weinstein and colleagues organized recommendations under the heading structure, data, and 

validation (24). Thirteen recommendations were made on model structure, including five 

specific recommendations for state transition models. Eight recommendations were on data 

identification, four on data modelling, and seven on data incorporation. Finally, three 

recommendations related to internal validation, three to between-model validation, and three 

to external and predictive validation (24). A questionnaire or check list was not included. 

A subsequent series of seven articles (6, 23, 31-34, 36) by an ISPOR-SMDM Task Force 

published both in Value in Health and Medical Decision Making elaborated upon these 

recommendations, providing advice on: (i) conceptualizing the model; (ii) state transition 

models; (iii) discrete event simulations (DES); (iv) dynamic transmission models; (v) 

parameter estimation and uncertainty; and  (vi) transparency and validation. All 

recommendations are summarized in the first article of the series (34).  

A recent systematic review of research guidelines in decision-analytical modelling included 

33 articles (21). Based on the review, a framework with five dimensions was developed to 

describe the key elements of good research practice that should be considered and reported. 

These five domains were: 

 problem concept; 

 model concept; 

 synthesis of evidence; 

 model uncertainty; and 

 transparency and validation. 

Twenty components of good practice, 48 helper (signalling) questions and 40 attributes were 

also formulated. Figure 12 shows the components, questions and attributes for the dimension 

of problem concept.  

 

Figure 12 – Components of good practice, questions for review and attributes for dimension 

‘Problem Concept’. From Peñaloza Ramos et al.(22).  
 

 

See Table 5 at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1098301515000066 

 

 Statement of decision problem (10*) 

 Scope and analytic perspective (11) 

o Time horizon (7) 

 Rationale for model structure / model type (15) 

o Face validity (11) 

 Input data / parameter estimates (11) 

o Bias in parameter estimates (2) 

 Uncertainty 

o Methodological uncertainty (8) 

o Parameter uncertainty (13) 

o Structural uncertainty (14)                    

 Heterogeneity (6)  

 Validation (14) 

o Verification or internal validation 

(11) 

o External validation (12) 

o Predictive validation (9) 

o Cross validity (9) 

 Transparency (9) 

o Computer implementation  (2) 

o Sponsorship  (2) 

o Interpretability (3) 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1098301515000066
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A shorter questionnaire to assess relevance and credibility of modelling studies for informing 

health care decision making was developed by a joint working group of the International 

Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR), the Academy of Managed 

Care Pharmacy (AMCP) and the National Pharmaceutical Council (NPC) and published by 

Caro et al.(21). Four questions relate to relevance and 11 to credibility. The questions on 

relevance relate to the population, intervention, outcomes and context; those on credibility to 

validation, design, data, analysis, reporting, interpretation and conflict of interest.  

An interesting qualitative study and methodological review on “Avoiding and identifying 

errors in health technology assessment models” was commissioned by the Health Technology 

Assessment programme in the UK (29). The objectives were to: (i) describe the current 

understanding of errors in health technology assessment (HTA) modelling; (ii) understand 

current processes for avoiding errors; (iii) develop a taxonomy of model errors; and (iv) 

explore potential methods and procedures to reduce errors in models. In-depth qualitative 

interviews were performed with 12 modellers from academic and commercial modelling 

sectors. Model credibility emerged as the central concern of decision-makers using models. 

Respondents agreed that developing an understanding of the clinical situation or disease 

process being investigated is paramount in ensuring model credibility, highlighting the 

importance of clinical input during the model development process.  

Modelling networks or consortia have been formed when different groups of modellers 

addressed the same question. For example, several mathematical models have investigated the 

impact of expanding access to antiretroviral therapy (ART) on new HIV infections. The HIV 

Modelling Consortium compared the predictions of several mathematical models simulating 

the same ART intervention programs to determine the extent to which models agree on the 

epidemiological impact of expanded ART (37). LEIGH JOHNSON (slides) presented this 

initiative in his case study on Friday (see below). Matthias concluded the discussion by 

pointing out that: 

 There is a substantial literature on good practices in decision analytical modelling, with a 

focus on health technology assessment and health care decision making.  

 The recommendations are based on theoretical considerations, expert consensus, opinion 

and case studies. 

 No empirical, meta-epidemiological research on risk of bias was identified.  

 There is substantial agreement among recommendations issued by different authors and 

groups. 

 Several checklists exist. These tend to be comprehensive and complex, and completing 

them requires some degree of expert knowledge. The questionnaire by Caro et al. (21) 

may represent a good compromise among comprehensiveness, level of detail and 

feasibility.  

 

12.  Breakout session 

As an introduction to the breakout session, PATRICK BOSSUYT (slides) discussed the 

example of the development of QUADAS (Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy 

Studies, see www.quadas.org), a tool for the quality assessment of studies of diagnostic 

accuracy included in systematic reviews (38). A Delphi panel of experts in diagnostic 

research examined reviews of the diagnostic literature to generate a list of potential items for 

inclusion in the tool, and to provide an evidence base upon which to develop a first version of 

the tool (38). In 2011 the tool was revised (QUADAS-2), using the approach proposed by 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mwh2rycmnpjd62v/Egger%20Low%20Johnson%20case%20study.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vkzoncx93bzsbi4/Bossuyt%20-%20WHO%202016%20-%20Developing%20a%20Checklist%20to%20Evaluate%20Quality.pdf?dl=0
http://www.quadas.org/
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Moher and colleagues (39): (i) define the scope; (ii) review the evidence base; (iii) hold a 

face-to-face consensus meeting; and (iv) refine the tool through piloting. The expert group 

decided to examine “quality” in two dimensions: “risk of bias” and “concerns regarding 

applicability”, i.e. the degree to which estimates of diagnostic accuracy avoided bias, and the 

extent to which primary studies are applicable to the review’s research question (40).  

The QUADAS-2 tool is completed in four phases: (i) report the review question; (ii) develop 

review-specific guidance; (iii) review the published flow diagram for the primary study or 

construct a flow diagram if none is reported; and (iv) judge bias and applicability. Each 

domain is assessed in terms of the risk of bias, and the first three domains are also assessed 

for applicability. Signalling questions are included to help judge the risk of bias; these 

questions flag aspects of study design related to the potential for bias and aim to help 

reviewers judge the risk of bias. Of note, the QUADAS-2 tool is tailored to each review by 

adding or omitting signalling questions and developing guidance on how to assess each 

signalling question and use this information to assess the risk of bias. The first step is to 

consider whether any signalling questions are not relevant to the review or whether additional 

signalling questions are needed to adequately cover any specific issues (40). QUADAS 2 and 

the core signalling questions are shown in Figure 13.  

 

 

Figure 13 – Risk of bias and applicability judgements in QUADAS-2 (40) . 

 

 

See Table 1 in:   

http://annals.org/aim/article/474994/quadas-2-revised-tool-quality-assessment-diagnostic-

accuracy-studies 

 

 

 

In the breakout sessions, three groups that each included a mix of modellers and 

epidemiologists discussed role of modelling, including the model type and criteria for quality 

and trustworthiness using one or two of the following examples: 

 blood donor selection; 

 mammography screening; and 

 infectious disease control (transmission model). 

The feedback from the groups was discussed in some detail.  It may be useful to separate 

modelling into different domains, for example model inputs, model structure, calculations and 

process, with signalling questions helping assessors to judge the risk of bias. Similarly, the 

applicability to the review or guideline question should be considered. Some of the 

instruments presented earlier, for example the checklist by Caro et al. (21), follow this 

approach to a large extent, and everyone agreed that reinventing the wheel should be avoided. 

It was stressed that asking the right question is of central importance. The value of parsimony 

and transparency was also highlighted, and the need to think carefully about process. 

Modellers need to be included in guideline development groups, but models should not be 

evaluated only by modellers, and certainly not only by modellers involved in the development 

of a specific model. The involvement of modelling consortia might be the gold standard 

approach. Developing new approaches or adapting existing ones for assessing the quality of 

modelling studies are both feasible.  

http://annals.org/aim/article/474994/quadas-2-revised-tool-quality-assessment-diagnostic-accuracy-studies
http://annals.org/aim/article/474994/quadas-2-revised-tool-quality-assessment-diagnostic-accuracy-studies
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13.  Overview of GRADE and key terms and definitions 

GORDON GUYATT (slides) gave an overview of the history, philosophy and practical 

application of GRADE in guidelines development. The GRADE (Grades of 

Recommendation, Assessment, Development and Evaluation) approach was developed with 

the intention to create an international grading system, in response to the use of a confusing 

array of different systems. Gordon paid tribute to Andy Oxman who was instrumental in 

establishing GRADE. Oxman and colleagues described GRADE in 2004 in a landmark paper 

in the BMJ (41). A series of six articles for guideline users followed in 2008 (42-47) and from 

2010 onwards, a 21-part series of articles was launched in the Journal of Clinical 

Epidemiology, with 15 articles published by April 2016, aimed at systematic review authors, 

HTA practitioners, and guideline developers (48-63). GRADE addresses clinical and public 

health intervention questions, as well as other types of questions, including the impact of 

diagnostic strategies, diagnostic accuracy questions (i.e., the accuracy of a single diagnostic or 

screening test), and questions about prognosis. GRADE has been adopted by over 90 

organisations, including WHO.  

The focus of GRADE is on two components: (i) the degree of certainty in the evidence used 

to support a decision, i.e. the confidence in or quality of the body of evidence, and (ii) the 

strength of the recommendation. The quality of the evidence is rated as “high”, “moderate”, 

“low”, or “very low”.  The strength of the recommendation can be “strong” or “weak”. 

Alternative terms for “weak” are “conditional”, “contingent” or “discretionary”. The 

assessment of the quality of evidence consists of an assessment of five dimensions: (i) risk of 

bias; (ii) precision; (iii) consistency; (iv) directness; and (v) publication bias. Gordon stressed 

that philosophically assessments are on a continuous scale, but for practical reasons they are 

expressed in categories. The assessment of the quality of studies is done within the categories 

of RCTs and observational studies: RCTs start as high quality, observational studies as low 

quality. Based on the assessments of the five dimensions, confidence in the certainty of 

evidence from RCTs may be down-graded and that of observational studies down- or up-

graded (Figure 14). 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8or6jgr5qpcg51h/Guyatt%20Overview%20of%20GRADE.pdf?dl=0
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Figure 14 – Criteria for assessing the certainty in the evidence used to support a decision 

Study Design Confidence in estimates Lower if Higher if 

Randomized trials High Risk of bias 

-1 Serious 

-2 Very serious 

Inconsistency 

-1 Serious 

-2 Very serious 

Indirectness 

-1 Serious 

-2 Very serious 

Imprecision 

-1 Serious 

-2 Very serious 

Publication bias 

-1 Likely 

-2 Very likely 

Large Effect 

+ 1 Large 

+ 1 Very large 

Dose response 

+1 Evidence of a gradient 

All plausible confounding 

+1 Would reduce a  

demonstrated effect or 

+1 would suggest a 

spurious  effect when 

results show no  effect 

 Moderate 

Observational studies Low 

 Very Low 

Judgment is required when assessing the certainty of the evidence, taking into account the 

number of studies of higher and lower quality and the relative importance of the different 

dimensions in a given context. Criteria have been developed for the assessment of each of the 

five dimensions, including the risk of bias (62), imprecision (48), indirectness (58), 

inconsistency (58) and publication bias (54). Gordon briefly reviewed these criteria and 

addressed the importance of identifying sources of heterogeneity in results across studies, of 

assessing the certainty of evidence from subgroup analyses (64), and the issue of what to do 

when certainty differs across outcomes (59). 

A strong recommendation means that benefits clearly outweigh risks and/or costs. A 

recommendation may be downgraded if certainty (confidence) in estimates supporting the 

decision is low and/or if the balance between benefits and risks and/or costs is close. 

Specifically, the criteria to be considered when deciding on the strength of a recommendation 

include: 

 Magnitude of desirable and undesirable effects 

o The larger the differences between the desirable and undesirable consequences, the 

more likely a strong recommendation is warranted. The smaller the net benefit and 

the lower certainty for that benefit, the more likely a weak recommendation is 

warranted. 

 Certainty/confidence/quality of evidence 

o The higher the quality of evidence, the more likely a strong recommendation is 

warranted 

 Values and preferences (importance) 

o The greater the variability in values and preferences, or uncertainty in values and 

preferences, the more likely a weak recommendation is warranted. 

 Resource use 

o The higher the costs of an intervention (the more resources consumed), the less 

likely a strong recommendation is warranted. 

 Acceptability 

o The lower the acceptability of an intervention, the less likely a strong 

recommendation is warranted. 
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 Feasibility 

o The lower the feasibility of an intervention, the less likely a strong 

recommendation is warranted. 

 Equity 

o If the introduction of an intervention is likely to increase inequities in outcomes or 

access to health care, then a strong recommendation may not be appropriate.   

Gordon highlighted the assessment of values and preferences of patients and the public at 

large, pointing out that it should ideally include a systematic review of the literature, and the 

inclusion of expertise in shared decision-making and the views of patient representatives. In 

some situations guideline development groups may decide that the collection of primary data 

on values and preferences is needed. He pointed out that in the context of antithrombotic 

guidelines, a systematic review (65) showed that patient values and preferences regarding 

thromboprophylaxis were highly variable. Values and preferences may depend on prior 

experience with the treatments or health outcomes under consideration, as well as the methods 

used to elicit preferences.  

The situation where guideline development groups make strong recommendations based on 

low quality evidence was also discussed. Gordon stressed that this should be an unusual 

situation, although in some organisations this situation is quite common. For example, a 

review of WHO guidelines found that of 289 strong recommendations, 95 (33.0%) were based 

on low confidence in estimates and 65 (22.5%) on very low confidence in estimates (66). He 

illustrated five paradigmatic situations in which panels may reasonably offer strong 

recommendations based on low or very low confidence in effect estimates (60): 

 

Situation Example of a recommended intervention  

1 Low quality evidence in a life-threatening situation Fresh frozen plasma and intracranial bleed 

2 Low quality evidence suggests benefit and high 

quality of evidence shows harm 

Head-to-toe CT/MRI screening for cancer 

3 Low quality evidence suggests equivalence, high 

quality evidence less harm for one alternative 

Helicobacter pylori eradication early stage 

gastric MALT lymphoma 

4 High quality evidence suggests equivalence, low 

quality evidence suggests harm in one alternative 

ACEI in hypertension in women planning 

conception and in pregnancy 

5 High quality evidence suggests benefit in one 

outcome, low quality evidence suggests harm in more 

highly valued outcome 

Testosterone in males with or at risk of prostate 

cancer 

Gordon concluded by stressing that although GRADE is widely used and clearly the dominant 

approach, much work still needs to be done. There are over 20 project groups which, for 

example, are examining the GRADEing of evidence from network meta-analysis, qualitative 

studies, and from mathematical modelling.  

 
 

14.  Examples of the use of modelling in GRADE: treatment of MDR-TB, 

screening for cervical  pre-cancer   

In the final presentation of Thursday HOLGER SCHÜNEMANN (slides) talked about 

GRADE and modelling in the context of the Evidence- to-Decision (EtD) framework and its 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/5jcg3w535t69bo1/Sch%C3%BCnemann%20WHO%20modeling%20meeting%20Thurs.pdf?dl=0
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use in the context of evaluating tests in clinical practice and public health (67-69). The 

purpose of the EtD is to help guideline panels and other groups use evidence in a structured 

and transparent way to inform clinical, health system, or public health recommendations, or 

coverage decisions (69).  Coverage decisions relate to assessments whether or not an 

intervention should be covered fully in a health system, whether it should be covered for 

subgroups of patients or only in a research context (69). EtD frameworks include three main 

sections that reflect the main steps in going from evidence to a decision: 

 formulating the question; 

 making an assessment of the evidence; and 

 drawing conclusions.  

The question section of an EtD framework includes details of the question in PICO format 

(problem, intervention, comparison, outcomes) as well as the perspective from which the 

options to address the question are considered (the individual patient perspective or the 

population perspective), relevant subgroups and background as to why a recommendation or 

decision is needed (69). Holger illustrated the question section based on WHO interim 

guidance on the use of bedaquiline in the treatment of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis 

(Figure 15). 
 

Figure 15 – Example of a question section of an evidence-to-decision framework.  

From (69). Adapted from a WHO guideline (70). 

 

 

Explicit criteria are used for making an assessment of an intervention. The judgements made 

by the Guideline Development Group (expert panel) in relation to each criterion in the EtD  

are documented including a concise summary of the relevant research evidence and any 

additional considerations. It is possible to link to information that is more detailed, for 
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example, an Evidence Profile or Summary of Findings table, or a systematic review. Figure 

16 shows the layout of the EtD framework in the GRADEpro software (https://gradepro.org/) 

and details the assessment criteria and the recommendation. 

The expert panel reviews the judgements made for each criteria included in the EtD table, 

then draws conclusions about the recommendation and its strength: a strong or weak 

(sometimes called conditional, discretionary, or qualified) recommendation for or against an 

intervention or option. The panel crafts the recommendation as a concise and actionable 

statement, and provides the justification for their recommendation or decision. The 

conclusions also include relevant considerations about subgroups, implementation, 

monitoring and evaluation, and research priorities. The conclusions section for the 

bedaquiline example can be found through this link. 
 

 

Figure 16 – The assessment section of an EtD framework used to formulate a 

recommendation. 

  

 

Using the example of a WHO guideline on screening and treatment of precancerous lesions 

for cervical cancer prevention (71), Holger illustrated the need for modelling when assessing 

the effects of testing and subsequent managing of patients based on the results of tests (67). 

See Box 1 for the list of prioritized questions defined for this guideline.  

Criteria Judgements Research 

evidence
Additional

considerations

https://gradepro.org/
http://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/3879A46D-7E19-FEBA-9B96-BC2B3F996EB1
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Poor accuracy will of course limit the value of diagnostic and screening tests, but high 

sensitivity and specificity of such tests does not mean that patient outcomes will be improved. 

The most valid evidence for judging the effectiveness of diagnostic or screening interventions 

comes  from well-designed randomised trials comparing different diagnostic and therapeutic 

strategies (72), but few such trials have been done (73). No evidence from randomised trials 

was available for any of the questions prioritized by the WHO guideline panel. The 

recommendations were therefore based on modelling health outcomes that were in turn based 

on systematic reviews of the diagnostic accuracy of the available screening tests, and on 

systematic reviews of the effects of the various treatments for cervical intraepithelial 

neoplasia (CIN). A mathematical model was then used to calculate the benefits and harms of 

each screen-and-treat strategy compared to other screen-and-treat strategies for women of 

unknown HIV status and for women of HIV-positive status. 

CIN2+ prevalence, natural progression data, the pooled diagnostic test accuracy results, and 

pooled data on treatment effects and complications were considered. The proportions of true 

positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) were 

estimated for each screening test (visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA), HPV test or 

cytology) from pooled test-accuracy estimates and the pre-test probability of CIN. The quality 

of the diagnostic test accuracy studies was assessed using the QUADAS tool (40). 

The probability of developing pre-specified critical outcomes (for example mortality from 

cervical cancer or pelvic inflammatory disease) was calculated based on the pooled estimates 

of efficacy and potential complications of the different treatments (cryotherapy, cold knife 

conisation or electrosurgical excision). See supplemental material available online for details 

on the assumptions made in the decision analytical model.  

Figure 17 shows a GRADE evidence table with the modelled outcomes for the HPV test 

compared to VIA. Based on the evidence tables, decision-making flowcharts for screen-and-

treat-strategies were developed (71). 

  

Box 1: Prioritized questions for screening options for cervical pre-cancer 

1. Should an HPV test or VIA be used to screen? 
2. Should an HPV test or cytology followed by colposcopy (with or without biopsy) be used to 

screen? 
3. Should VIA or cytology followed by colposcopy (with or without biopsy) be used to screen? 
4. Should an HPV test or an HPV test followed by colposcopy (with or without biopsy) be used to 

screen? 
5. Should an HPV test followed by VIA or an HPV test as a single test be used to screen? 
6. Should an HPV test followed by VIA or VIA as a single test be used to screen? 
7. Should an HPV test followed by VIA or cytology followed by colposcopy (with or without 

biopsy) be used to screen? 
8. Should an HPV test followed by VIA or an HPV test followed by colposcopy (with or without 

biopsy) be used to screen? 

http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/cancers/screening_and_treatment_of_precancerous_lesions/en/
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Figure 17 - GRADE evidence table for patient-important outcomes following different 

screen-and-treat strategies: HPV test compared to VIA. From supplemental materials to (71) . 

 
 

Other examples of (simpler) decision analytical modelling discussed by Holger included a 

guideline of testing for cows’ milk allergy in children, and serological tests in populations at 

high risk of pulmonary tuberculosis.  

In the final discussion on Thursday it was decided to adapt the agenda for Friday to cover 

additional examples of modelling studies, including more complex decision analytical models 

and models of the impact of interventions on the transmission of infections to inform public 

health policy (3). The breakout sessions were replaced by the additional case studies. 

 

Friday 29 April 2016 

The day started with a brief introduction by SUSAN NORRIS (slides) and a review of the 

previous day by the chairs. HOLGER SCHÜNEMANN (slides) then briefly revisited the 

Evidence-to-Decision (EtD) framework he introduced on Thursday. 

15.  Screening for aneurysms to prevent subarachnoid haemorrhage   

PATRICK BOSSUYT presented a case study (materials) he was involved in as a member of 

the Dutch MARS (Magnetic Resonance Angiography in Relatives of Patients with 

Subarachnoid Haemorrhage) Study Group (74). Subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) is often a 

devastating event: about 10% of patients die prior to reaching the hospital and, of those who 

reach hospital, only about one-third will have a "good result" after treatment (75). Most SAHs 

are caused by ruptured cerebral aneurysms. There is widespread agreement that screening of 

the general population for aneurysms is not warranted: aneurysms are relatively rare (in adults 

without risk factors the prevalence is about 2%), most aneurysms do not rupture, and surgery 

is associated with significant morbidity and mortality (75).  

http://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/cancers/screening_and_treatment_of_precancerous_lesions/en/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/653ulch4vab5v1m/Norris%20modelling%20meeting%20intro%20to%20day%203.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wdh7wut6dof55uv/Sch%C3%BCnemann%20WHO%20modeling%20meeting%20Fri.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/bm1fb1lllhk31sf/AABIxkBzdcQ5Nrp17YTaMz44a?dl=0
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The situation may be different in individuals with a family history of SAH, defined as two or 

more affected first-degree relatives: the prevalence of aneurysms in first-degree relatives of 

patients with an aneurysm is much higher and the 10-year risk of SAH is about 7.1%, 

although there is much uncertainty around this estimate (the 95% confidence intervals range 

from 0.2% to 14.0%). Patrick presented a cost-effectiveness analysis which was based on the 

work of the MARS Study Group (76) and contrasted it with an analysis published ten years 

earlier by a British group (77). The two analyses came to opposite conclusions: using a 

Markov model and Monte Carlo simulations, the Dutch group concluded that individuals with 

a family history of two or more first-degree relatives with intracranial aneurysm should be 

offered screening for aneurysm: the optimal strategy according to their model was screening 

every 7 years from 20 to 80 years of age. This screening strategy maximized the health 

benefits given a cost-effectiveness threshold of €20,000/QALY (76). In contrast, the British 

group used a simple deterministic model and concluded that over a 30-year period screening 

resulted in severe morbidity or death in 26 individuals per 1000 patients screened, compared 

with the estimated natural history in the unscreened population of severe morbidity or death in 

15 individuals per 1000 (77). 

Table 1 summarizes the types of models used, the health states, screening strategies and 

treatments considered, and the key assumptions made in the two models.  

 

Table 1 – Comparison of two decision models addressing the question whether individuals 

with a family history of subarachnoid haemorrhage* should be screened for cerebral 

aneurysms. 

  

(*) defined as two or more affected first-degree relatives. 

 
 Bor et al (76)  Crawley at al (77)  

Year of publication 2010 1999 

Type of model Markov model and Monte Carlo simulations Simple deterministic decision model 

Health states Healthy without aneurysm, healthy with 
aneurysm, health with small known 

aneurysm, disabled, dead 

Healthy, poor outcome (death or severe 
disability), stroke 

Screening strategy Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), 
followed by digital subtraction angiography 

(DSA) if MRA suggested an aneurysm 

(1) MRA followed by DSA if MRA suggested an 
aneurysm; (2) DSA alone  

Age at start of 
screening 

20, 30, 40 years  30 years 

Age at end of 
screening 

60, 70, 80 years 50 years 

Screening interval 2-, 3-, 5-, 7-, 10-, and 15-year interval 10 years 

List of input 
parameters 

Table 1, Table e-1: transition probabilities, 
utilities, costs 

Mentioned in text only 

Treatment options Endovascular coiling, surgical clipping or no 
treatment 

Surgical clipping  

Accuracy of MRA Sensitivity 87.2%, Specificity 91.8% Sensitivity 90%, Specificity 90% 

Accuracy of DAS Sensitivity 100%, Specificity 100% Sensitivity 100%, Specificity 100% 

Other key assumptions Incidence of aneurysm development: 0.3%–
0.7% per annum 

Prevalence of asymptomatic aneurysm: 9.8% 
(95% CI 8.9-10.6) 

 Probability of aneurysm rupture of 1.0%–2.0% 
per annum 

Annual rate of rupture of an asymptomatic 
aneurysm: 0.8% (95% CI 0.4% to 1.5%) 

 Proportion of de novo aneurysms too small 
for treatment: 63%–67% 

Rupture with poor outcome:  
0.6% (95% CI 0.4% to 1.5%) 
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 Risk associated with DSA: 0.2% Risk associated with DSA: 0.1% 

 Risk of risk of morbidity resulting in death or 
dependence from clipping or coiling: 1.7-2.9% 

Risk of risk of morbidity resulting in death or 
dependence from surgery: 8% 

Outcome  Cost-effectiveness Poor outcomes, costs 

Results The optimal strategy according to this model 
is screening from age 20 to 80, every 7 years. 
This screening strategy maximizes the health 
benefits given a cost-effectiveness threshold 

of €20,000/QALY ($29,200/QALY). 

Over a 30-year period, the less-expensive 
strategy of MRA followed by DSA results in 

severe morbidity or death in 26 individuals per 
1000 patients screened. This is in comparison 

with the estimated natural history in the 
unscreened population of severe morbidity or 

death in 15 individuals. 
Sensitivity analysis Univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), 

only relevant to highly linear models Analyses using upper and lower 95% Cis 

Critical variables Identified for health effectiveness only: utility 
of those who were not offered screening and 
did not experience SAH; utility of individuals 

having a negative screening test 

Not formally examined 

 

The main reason for the discrepant conclusions appears to be the choice of aneurysm 

treatment: endovascular clipping or coiling whenever possible in Bor et al. (76), resulting in a 

lower rate of complications, and conventional surgery in Crawley et al. (77), which carries a 

much higher risk of significant morbidity or death..  

Of note, the 2012 American Stroke Association guidelines concluded that “it may be 

reasonable to offer non-invasive screening to patients with familial (at least one first-degree 

relative) SAH and/or a history of a SAH to evaluate for de novo aneurysms or late regrowth of 

a treated aneurysm, but the risks and benefits of this screening require further study” (78). 

They suggest that screening should be considered on an individual basis in this population. 

 

16.  Antiretroviral combination therapy to reduce HIV transmission  

In the last presentation on Friday, MATTHIAS EGGER, NICOLA LOW and LEIGH 

JOHNSON (slides) discussed the modelling studies that underpinned the September 2015 

WHO guidelines on when to start antiretroviral therapy (ART) (79). For the first time, these 

guidelines stated that anyone infected with HIV should start combination ART as soon as 

possible, removing all limitations on the eligibility for ART among people living with HIV. 

Suppression of HIV replication under successful ART prevents sexual transmission of the 

virus, and the revised guidelines were partly based on modelling studies done by UNAIDS 

and others that indicate that the HIV/AIDS epidemic may be controlled by successful long-

term ART of HIV-positive individuals in a population. In this context, UNAIDS and WHO 

introduced the 90-90-90 targets, “the cascade to end AIDS”, which must be reached by 2020 

to end HIV/AIDS as a public health threat: 90% of HIV infections are diagnosed, 90% of 

people known to be HIV positive are on ART, and 90% of individuals on ART are 

virologically suppressed (80, 81). 

Several models of the effect of universal ART on HIV transmission at the population level 

have been developed (37, 82). Nicola discussed the well-documented model by Eaton and 

colleagues (37, 83) that uses ordinary differential equations to simulate heterosexual HIV 

transmission in a two-sex population. The sexually active population is divided into three 

sexual risk groups which mix semi-assortatively. Individuals can move between risk groups 

and sexual behaviour can change over the course of the epidemic (Figure 18). Individuals 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mwh2rycmnpjd62v/Egger%20Low%20Johnson%20case%20study.pdf?dl=0
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move from the younger to older age group at a rate of v and die from the age 50 plus 

population at an annual rate μ. Individuals enter the age 15–49 population at a rate α, 

calibrated such that the population growth over the period 1990 to 2010 approximately 

matches the population growth estimates over that period published by Statistics South Africa. 

 

Figure 18 - Diagram of model population structure and sexual mixing. From (83) . 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The model includes progression through 

five stages of HIV infection according to 

CD4 cell count, and allows for initiation 

of ART at any CD4 count. The five stages are: 

 primary infection; 

 CD4 count greater than 350 cells/μl; 

 CD4 count between 200 and 350 cells/μl; 

 CD4 count between 100 and 200 cells/μl; and 

 CD4 count below 100 cells/μl. 

Parameter values for HIV transmission and progression are based on the best available data 

from discordant couple studies and longitudinal HIV cohorts in sub-Saharan Africa. The 

model is calibrated to national HIV prevalence data from South Africa by adjusting sexual 

behaviour and sexual mixing parameters in a Bayesian framework. 

Individuals may initiate ART from any of the above stages of HIV infection. Antiretroviral 

therapy is divided into a multistage process (Figure 19). Upon treatment initiation, all 

individuals first enter a ‘virally suppressing’ stage during which they are on ART but their 

viral load is not yet fully suppressed. This stage lasts for an average of 3 months and 

transmission is assumed to be reduced by half compared to the CD4 stage from which they 

initiated treatment. After this stage, most patients enter a long period of ‘effective ART’, 

while a proportion of patients for whom treatment is not successful go directly to the final 

stage of the ART model of being ‘very sick’, which lasts for an average of 6.2 months before 

death. The probability of failing treatment depends on the CD4 count stage at which treatment 

was initiated.  
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Figure 19 - Diagram of stages of antiretroviral therapy. From (83) . 

 

A systematic comparison of different models of the effect of ART on HIV transmission 

concluded that although models vary substantially in structure, complexity, and parameter 

choices, all suggested that ART, at high levels of access and with high adherence, has the 

potential to substantially reduce new HIV infections in the population (37). There was broad 

agreement regarding the short-term epidemiologic impact of ART scale-up, but more 

variation in longer term projections and in the efficiency with which treatment can reduce 

new infections. Leigh explained that models will tend to estimate a lesser impact of ART on 

HIV incidence long term if models: (i) allowed for heterogeneity in sexual risk behaviour; (ii) 

are age-structured; (iii) estimate a low proportion of HIV transmission from individuals not on 

ART with advanced disease (at low CD4 counts); (iv) are compared to what would be 

expected in the presence of HIV counselling and testing (HCT, rather than compared to no 

HCT); (v) assume relatively high infectiousness on ART; and (vi) if models consider drug 

resistance. More recently the potential health benefits, costs, and cost-effectiveness of ART 

under different scenarios of treatment coverage were examined in four settings with different 

HIV epidemics and levels of ART coverage (South Africa, Zambia, India and Vietnam), using 

12 mathematical models (82). 

In the guideline documents (79) the mathematical modelling studies were mentioned in the 

background text but not formally considered within the GRADE framework. The modelling 

work was presented in greater detail in the appendix (14). Matthias argued that the evidence 

from the modelling studies could be included in the EtD framework, for example by 

distinguishing between observed and modelled outcomes. To illustrate this point he adapted 

the corresponding table from the 2015 WHO guidelines on when to start antiretroviral therapy 

(14, 79) (see Figure 20).  
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Figure 20 – Hypothetical example of an evidence-to-decision table, adapted from the WHO 

guideline on when to start antiretroviral therapy and on pre-exposure prophylaxis for HIV 

(79). 

In adults with HIV is ART initiated at a threshold above CD4 500 cells/mm3 compared with less than 500 

cells/ mm3 more harmful? 

Population Adults living with HIV (WHO clinical stage 1 or 2) 

Intervention ART initiated > CD4 500 cells/ mm3 

Comparator ART initiated ≤ CD4 500 cells/ mm3 

Outcome(s) Observed: Death, AIDS, tuberculosis, non-AIDS events, uptake, adherence, retention, viral suppression, 

severe treatment- related adverse events (harm) 

Modeled (over 20 years): Infections averted, DALYs averted, additional cost, ICER  

Sub-analyses Pregnant and postpartum women  

People who inject drugs 
Men who have sex with men   
Transgender people 
Sex workers 
HIV and HCV co-infected  individuals 
HIV and HBV co-infected individuals 
HIV-positive partners of women on option B+ 

 

 

The quality or credibility of the modelling studies could be formally assessed, for example by 

using the checklist and guidance proposed by Peñaloza Ramos and colleagues (22) (Figure 

21).  

 

Figure 21 – Table with quality assessments of mathematical modelling studies (hypothetical 

example with hypothetical modelling groups). 

Model Problem conceptualization Model structure Input data Uncertainty Transparency and 
validation 

MODEL 
GROUP 1  

Adequate Serious concerns Adequate Serious concerns Minor concerns 

MODEL 
GROUP 2 

Minor concerns Adequate Minor concerns Serious concerns Serious concerns 

MODEL 
GROUP 3 

Adequate Minor concerns Adequate Serious concerns Serious concerns 

MODEL 
GROUP 4 

Serious concerns Adequate Adequate Serious concerns Serious concerns 

MODEL 
GROUP 5 

Adequate Adequate Adequate Serious concerns Serious concerns 

 

Finally, the evidence could be summarized in a GRADE evidence profile (Figure 22).  
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Figure 22 – GRADE evidence profile for modelling studies (hypothetical example). 

 
Quality assessment 

 
 

Absolute difference 
comparing ART in 

eligible patients with 
CD4>500 cells/ mm3 
with ART in eligible 

patients with CD4<500 
cells/ mm3 

 
All HIV-positive adults, 

expanded access 
  

Quality 
  

Importance 
  

N° of 
studies 

Study design 
Lack of 

credibility 
Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision 

Other 
considerations 

                    

Infection averted (%) 

12 
mathematical 

models 
not 

serious 
not serious not serious 

very 
serious 

none 
52% (India) – 66% 

(Vietnam) 


LOW 
CRITICAL 

DALYs averted (thousands) 

12 
mathematical 

models 
serious serious serious 

very 
serious 

none 
33.8 (India) - 3178·2 

(Vietnam) 



VERY 
LOW 

CRITICAL 

Additional cost (US$, millions) 

12 
mathematical 

models 
not 

serious 
serious very serious 

very 
serious 

none 
123.9 (India) – 25725.4 

(Vietnam) 



VERY 
LOW 

CRITICAL 

ICER (US$) 

12 
mathematical 

models 
not 

serious 
not serious not serious 

very 
serious 

none 
5648 (India) – 21550 

(Vietnam) 


LOW 
CRITICAL 

 

 

17.  Final discussion and summary conclusions 

In the final session on Friday the group revisited the meeting objectives and some of the key 

issues discussed earlier in the meeting. The objectives of the meeting were to develop general 

guidance for WHO staff who are not experts in modelling on:  

1. When it is appropriate to consider modelling studies as part of the evidence that supports 

a guideline? 

2. How should the quality and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies be assessed? 

3. Can the GRADE approach be adapted to assess the quality of a body of evidence and for 

formulating recommendations to include the results of modelling? 

 

Based on the final and other discussions during the meeting, the survey and reviews prepared 

in advance of the meeting, the presentations made during the meeting and the supporting 

documents compiled, several summary conclusions can be formulated. 

1. When it is appropriate to consider modelling studies as part of the evidence that supports 

a guideline? 

 The use of modelling studies should routinely be considered in the process of 

developing WHO guidelines. Findings of mathematical modelling studies can provide 

important evidence that may be highly relevant to the development of these guidelines. 

In the past, however, evidence from mathematical modelling has rarely been 

considered in WHO guidelines. 

 Modelling may be more acceptable and more influential in situations where immediate 

action is called for, but little direct empirical evidence is available, and is arguably 

more acceptable in public health than in clinical decision making. In these situations 
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(for example, HIV, Ebola, or Zika) funding should be available to support dedicated 

modelling studies.  

 Depending on the scope of the guideline and the key questions, technical units 

developing guidelines at WHO could consider the inclusion of evidence from 

modelling studies in the systematic reviews for some or all questions.  

 Recommendations on the use of mathematical modelling might be guided by the 

criteria identified in this consultation. Evidence from modelling studies should be 

considered in specific situations: 

o In the absence of direct empirical data, modelling based on appropriate indirect 

evidence may be indicated in the same way as results of network meta-analysis 

may be used for inference where no direct comparisons exist. For many 

interventions, including for example the evaluation of public health programmes, 

RCTdata will not be available.  

o In the evaluation of (long-term) effectiveness or impact of one or several 

interventions (comparative effectiveness), modelling can be informative.  (This 

includes economic evaluations which were not considered in this consultation).  

 The use of evidence from mathematical models should be carefully considered, and 

there should be a systematic and transparent approach to identifying existing models 

that may be relevant, and to commissioning new models. 

 

2. How should the quality and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies be assessed? 

 The types of models relevant to WHO guidelines vary widely and include dynamic 

transmission models, the Wells-Riley model for airborne infection, decision analytic 

models, causal modelling, and simple linear models.  

 No single “one-size-fits-all” approach is appropriate to assess the quality of modelling 

studies.  

 Additional expertise will typically be required in the systematic review groups and/or 

Guideline Development Groups to appropriately assess the quality of modelling 

studies and interpret their results.  

 Models should, however, not be evaluated only by modellers, and not only by 

modellers involved in the development of these models. 

 For decision-analytical models, criteria and checklists developed by ISPOR/SMDM 

address dimensions that should be considered, including: 

o problem concept; 

o model concept and structure; 

o synthesis of evidence; 

o model uncertainty; and  

o transparency and validation. 

These dimensions might also be relevant to other more complex models, to gauge the 

credibility of a model and of model outputs. The questionnaire by Caro et al. (21) 

might represent a good compromise between comprehensiveness, level of detail and 

feasibility.  

 Cross-validation and comparisons of models to generate insights into what is driving 

differences between different modelling studies can be very useful and are 

recommended. 

 For simple models, an assessment of the risk of bias in the estimates of key input 

parameters used in the calculations may suffice. This situation may arise, for example, 

when correcting prevalence estimates for misclassification due to imperfect tests, or 

when estimating the impact of screening or diagnostic strategies using tests with 

imperfect accuracy.  
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 Guidance on assessing the risk of bias and tools from the Cochrane Collaboration, 

such as the Risk Of Bias In Non-randomized Studies - of Interventions (ROBINS-I) 

and of Exposures (ROBINS-E, in development) may be relevant when assessing the 

risk of bias of estimates from observational studies (see link). The GATHER statement 

(17-19), which aims to define and promote best practice in reporting health estimates, 

and other reporting guidelines are also relevant in this context (see link to Equator 

Network).  

 In general the approach should be tailored to each review by adding or omitting 

signalling questions and developing guidance on how to assess each signalling 

question and use this information to judge the risk of bias. In some situations the 

approach will need to be developed de novo.  

 

3. How can the GRADE approach be adapted to assess the quality of a body of evidence and 

for formulating recommendations to include the results of modelling? 

 The group felt that the inclusion of evidence from modelling studies into the GRADE 

process should be possible. GRADE is simply rating the quality of evidence to support 

a decision and any type of evidence can in principle be included. 

 When summarizing the evidence, a distinction should be made between observed and 

modelled outcomes, for example in the EtD table.  

 The quality of the evidence should be assessed separately for modelling studies, and 

presented separately in the GRADE tables, with the evidence from modelling 

classified as high, moderate, low, or very low quality.  

 The dimensions of quality used in GRADE, i.e., risk of bias, imprecision, indirectness, 

inconsistency and publication bias, and the criteria by which to assess them are also 

relevant to modelling studies.  

 The concept of the ‘credibility’ of the model, which takes the structure of the model 

and other aspects of the modelling into account, might be more appropriate than ‘study 

limitations’ or ‘risk of bias’. 

 

 

18.  Next steps 

The conclusions and recommendations detailed above will be further refined and developed in 

consultation with the meeting participants, and a paper describing the consultation, the 

reviews and surveys leading up to it and the recommendations will be submitted for 

publication. Training materials for WHO staff and for members of WHO-sponsored guideline 

panels will be developed and a workshop on how to incorporate the results of modelling into 

WHO Guidelines will be held at WHO in 2017.  

  

https://sites.google.com/site/riskofbiastool/welcome/home
http://www.equator-network.org/
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Annex 1. Meeting Agenda  
 

Consultation on the development of guidance on how to incorporate 

the results of modelling into WHO Guidelines 

 

27 – 29 April 2016, Large Library Meeting Room, World Health Organization, Avenue Appia 
20, Geneva 

Chairs: Helen Ward, Imperial College London, UK and Thomas Trikalinos, 
Brown University USA 

The objectives of this meeting are to develop guidance for WHO staff on: 

- when it is appropriate to consider modelling studies as part of the evidence that supports a 
guideline; 

- how to assess the quality and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies; and 
- how to adapt the GRADE approach for assessing the quality of a body of 

evidence and for formulating recommendations to include the results of 
modelling. 

The objectives of this project are NOT to develop methods for, or detailed guidance on, modelling. 
Rather, the aim is to provide more general guidance for WHO staff who are not experts in modelling on 
if, when and how to consider and integrate the results of mathematical modelling into the body of 
evidence upon which recommendations in WHO guidelines are based. 

Wednesday 27 April 2016 
 

Time Topic Presenters 

8:30 - 08:45 Welcome Chris Dye 

8:45 - 09:15 Introductions and declarations of interest Chairs, Susan Norris 

 Scope and aims of the meeting  

09:15 - 09:45 Guidelines development at WHO and need for guidance on mathematical modelling Susan Norris, Chairs 

09:45 – 10:00 Clarification questions Chairs 

 Review of mathematical modelling and their use in WHO guidelines  

10:00 – 10:30 The anatomy of mathematical modelling studies Christian Althaus 

10:30 – 10:45 Use of mathematical modelling in the context of the Ebola crisis Christian Althaus 

10:45 – 11:00 Discussion Chairs 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee  

 Discussion of expert survey  

11:30 – 11:45 Methodology, participant characteristics, completeness Anna Schöni 
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11:45 – 12:25 Review of key questions and answers from survey: 

• Should mathematical modelling results inform guidance for public 

health interventions? 

• Situations in which findings of mathematical modelling studies could 
be particularly useful for the development of guidelines. 

• Situations in which findings of mathematical modelling studies should not 
be used or have been inappropriately used in the development of 
guidelines. 

• Can findings of mathematical modelling studies provide the same level 
of evidence as those of empirical research studies? 

• Major challenges in using mathematical modelling in guideline development. 

Nicola Low 

12:30 – 13:30 Seminar: Appraising and using evidence from network meta-analysis Georgia Salanti 

13:30 – 14:00 Lunch  

 Review of mathematical modelling and their use in WHO guidelines  

14:00 – 14:15 Use of mathematical modelling studies in WHO guidelines: review 1 Nicola Low 

14:15 – 14:30 Use of mathematical modelling studies in guidelines: review 2 Veena Manja 

14:30 – 14:45 Clarification questions  

14:30 – 15:00 Use of mathematical modelling studies in WHO guidelines: case study 1 Nathan Ford 

15:00 – 15:30 Coffee  

15:30 – 16:00 Use of mathematical modelling studies in WHO guidelines: case study 2 Christopher Gilpin 

16:30 - 17:30 Discussion of case studies, wrapping up, review of agenda for day 2 Chairs 

Thursday 28 April 2016 
 

Time Topic Presenters 

08:30 – 09:00 Review of previous day Chairs 

09:00 – 09:15 Guidelines for Accurate and Transparent Health Estimates Reporting: The GATHER 
statement 

Gretchen Stevens 

 Assessing quality and risk of bias in mathematical modelling studies  

09:15 – 09:45 Review of the literature Matthias Egger 

09:45 – 10:00 Introduction to breakout session Patrick Bossuyt 

10:00 – 11:00 Breakout 

sessions 

Rooms: 

- Large library meeting room 

- Small library meeting room 

- “M” building room 505 

- Main building rom 4009 

3-4 groups led by 
Nicola Low, Tim 
Hallett, Leigh 
Johnson, Rod 
Jackson 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee  

11:30 – 13:00 Feedback from groups, developing draft risk of assessment criteria Patrick Bossuyt 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch  
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 Review of GRADE and its use in WHO guidelines  

14:00 – 14:45 Overview of GRADE and key terms and definitions Gordon Guyatt 

14:45 – 15:00 Use of GRADE in WHO guidelines that have used modelling Susan Norris 

15:00 – 15:15 Clarification questions Chairs 

15:15 – 15:45 Coffee  

 GRADEing the quality of a body of evidence that includes mathematical modelling: 
opportunities, challenges and the way forward 

 

15:45 – 16:30 Brief statements from meeting participants All 

16:30 - 17:30 General discussion Chairs 

17:30 – 18:00 Wrapping up, review of agenda for day3 Chairs 

Friday 29 April 2016 

Time Topic Presenters 

08:30 – 09:00 Review of previous day Chairs 

 A GRADE Evidence Profile for mathematical modelling studies?  

09:30 – 10:00 Introduction to breakout session: inconsistency, indirectness, imprecision … Holger Schünemann 

10:00 – 11:00 Breakout 

sessions 

Rooms: 

- Large library meeting room 

- Small library meeting room 
- “M” building room 505 
- Main building rom 4009 

3-4 groups led by 
Mark Helfand, Patrick 
Bossuyt, Matthias 
Egger, Nicola Low 

11:00 – 11:30 Coffee  

11:30 – 13:00 Feedback from groups, developing draft Evidence Profiles Holger 
Schünemann 

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch  

 From assessing the evidence to making recommendations: An Evidence to 
Decision Framework that includes evidence from mathematical modelling studies 

 

14:00 – 14:15 Introduction Gordon Guyatt 

14:15 – 15:15 Brief statements from meeting participants All 

15:15 – 16:00 General discussion and way forward Chairs 

16:00 End of meeting  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 


